


What is the greatest luxury of all?

Is it relaxing at the end of the day with 

a massage from the onboard therapist, 

cocktails in the Jacuzzi, sunbathing on 

the forward bridge deck, reading in the 

elegant saloon or enjoying the lengthy 

list of sports equipment?

Or is it simply the choice to do all 

– or none – of the above? Andreas L proves

you can never have too much space. 

Space to entertain, space to relax, 

space to socialise with friends and family, 

or space to enjoy time on your own. 

A dedicated charter manager is on hand 

to anticipate your every need and ensure

that your stay is whatever you want it to be. 

andreas l in croatia



60 metre Andreas L is one of the finest

Benetti yachts. Add to that elegant interior

design by Redman Whiteley Dixon and the

considerable charter experience of Liveras,

and you have one of the most exceptional

yachts in the world.



Huge outdoor areas include three distinct

deck spaces for sunbathing or dining. 

The sun deck has a Jacuzzi and a vast curved 

sunpad forward, separated from the aft 

dining and sunbathing by a fully equipped,

enclosed, air-conditioned gym. For a change

of scene, how about the enormous sunpad

forward on the bridge deck? Wind in your

hair, sun on your face, spectacular view in

your eyeline. in addition to all of these 

sensational spaces there are covered dining

and seating areas aft of the upper and main

deck. Whatever you want, wherever you want:

welcome aboard.







The sun deck measures fifty per cent of the yacht’s length. A beam of over ten metres creates

enough space for quadruple sunpads both forward and aft. Exceptional cuisine prepeared by

the talented chef is served alongside 270o views from the shaded 12 person dining table.

sun deck aft



The illuminated Jacuzzi is lit by changing led coloured lights. Sip a cocktail at the swim-up bar

as the bubbles pulse from red to blue, through green, orange, purple and every shade in-between. 



upper saloon



The classic-contemporary interior design 

features warm-toned panelling in wenge and

anigre, complementing sumptuous cream 

fabrics for an utterly tranquil atmosphere.

The large, open main saloon is flooded with

light from full-width windows.

main saloon



By night the main saloon becomes an intimate cinema. 

Settle into the double depth sofas and watch a movie from 

the Kaleidescape library on the 56 inch retractable television.  

the spacious dining table can seat 12 guests. 

Andreas L has been intelligently designed to ensure that 

the duties of the crew never interrupt guests’ enjoyment of the yacht.



aft upper deck



The CÔte D’Azur, Costa Smeralda or the Caribbean – wherever the backdrop, the star role is

played by dinner on the atmopheric aft deck. Whatever your taste – in food or theme – the

dedicated crew will make it happen. 

aft upper deck



12 guests are cosseted in six spacious cabins. The full-beam master suite is on the main deck and

features two beautifully finished marble bathrooms, a walk-in wardrobe and a private lounge.

Wifi throughout the yacht ensures that the world is never far away, unless you want it to be.

master suite



Full-width windows bathe the upper deck VIP cabin in natural light. 

This striking suite adjoins the upper deck saloon. Wake up, wander out 

and enjoy the early morning peace and quiet, inside or on deck.

VIP SUITE lower deck double cabin



sun deck gymnasium

upper deck massage roomTwo double and two twin cabins are

situated on the lower deck. 

The same elegant design as the master

and VIP cabins enhances the feeling

of calm and space.

twin cabin



sun deck

upper deck

main deck

lower deck

SPECIFICATION

length: 60 metres / 196 feet, 10 inches
beam: 10.4 metres / 34 feet
builder: Benetti
interior designer: Redman Whiteley Dixon
naval architect: Benetti
Engines: 2 Caterpillar 3512b dit a 

1380kw @ 1600hp
cruising speed: 16 Knots
classification: Lloyd’s register / MCA
crew: 15 / 16
guests: 12

32ft Intrepid tender with 2 x 250hp,
23ft Novurania tender with 2 x 90hp,
Yamaha fzs 4 stroke jet ski and a Kawasaki jet ski,
2 x Malibu ocean kayaks, 
Laser Pico Sport,
15ft Hobie sailing catamaran,
Concept II rowing machine, 2 x lifting bags, 
3 x wakeboard jobe, 6-person towable jobe,
2 x stand-up paddle boards, wake skate,
beach cricket,
beach volleyball,
3 x remote control model Laser sailing yachts, 
fender pump pro stock 220v, 
Broil-Mate barbecue ,
3 x sets of water skis, Connelly single ski, 
wetsuits and jet ski jackets,
2 x sets of dive gear, m      asks, snorkels and fins,
water trampoline, inflatable iceberg and slide,
Shimano fishing equipment,
latest entertainment and communication systems,
including Kaleidescape, wifi, ipod docks and broadband,
stabilization at anchor, gymnasium and massage room.






